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T H E  B A S I C S

Learning is a great thing. Not just a subject of numbers

but overall. Yet, nothing will be ever learned by an

ADHDer if it is not liked, even to a small extent. 

If you struggle with this subject, a great start to

learning mathematics is to ask yourself why? Do you

need it at school to just pass? Is your career choice

requiring mathematical skills? 

The education system often fails to explain to students

why they need to learn something or why that grade is

important. 

If something is not easy it does not mean a person

trying to pursue it is somehow impaired. Sometimes, it

requires more effort, in the case of the neurodiverse

brain of ADHDer that effort is probably more

significant than in the neurotypical brain.   

It is surely more difficult to learn something when

we do not know why it must be learned. 

Why do you need to learn

mathematics? 



T H E  T A C T I C

Everyone is different, but

reading abut various tactics

helps one to create their

own. 

Identify your WHY and how much effort you need.

The WHY dictates many things, you might need more

effort to become a Data Scientist and much less effort

if the goal is to pass exams and pursue

nonmathematical endeavours later. 

Even if you need to just pass that exam and forget

about math later (I do not recommend that by the

way) think about something that can make you

excited. Think about how many problems can be

solved with mathematics. 

Once the effort level is established, remind yourself

this will not be easy and that it is okay to feel

overwhelmed. 

Make a loose plan, learning mathematics requires

discipline and a lot of repetition, something ADHDers

struggle with immensely. If you are at school, ideally

you would want to study every day (with breaks of

course, just like exercise!). Schedule days for studying,

not hours. Create a deadline each day for a specific

area you need to cover. 

Depending on the time you have, whether you are

studying for a test or learning in general it is crucial to

repeat exercises. The more you do that, the more

neuronal pathways you create and your brain will be

able to recognise similar problems. 

If you struggle with planning, ask for help. Be

transparent. Maybe your friend/parent/partner can

help you to stay consistent? Removing a stress

element is fundamental, stressed ADHD is much

worse than stressed neurotypical.  



M O R E  

T A C T I C

Find a YouTube video that covers your chosen topic.

Make sure it allows you to go along with exercises

that way you will establish whether you are grasping

the concepts or not. 

Have a dedicated notebook, only for maths.

If you are at school/university, ask your

teacher/lecturer for exercise sets with solutions. Try

solving everything by yourself, using resources online

and those given by your teachers. Consult solutions

only when stuck and after you finished. 

If you are studying by yourself try finding your

resources online, especially in the academic sections.

MIT open courses are also an amazing source. 

Take breaks! If you have to, dedicate the entire day to

learning math topics. Take advantage of your

hyperfocus, even if this is just for 10 minutes, then

take a break. The Pomodoro method works quite well

in this case. 

You might want to try having private lessons,

however, your teachers need to know about ADHD as

the adjustment from their side is important.

Practice exams, it has been proven that students who

do many practice exams overall score better. 

Some technicalities help with

organisation, but also

transparency. We need help

sometimes, and let's ask for it.



R E S O U R C E S

Some of these you might find helpful, but even if you

do not maybe it can encourage you to find your own

way and resources that work only for you. As these are

mainly in English. 

BBC Bitesize Maths

Open University Free Courses in Sciences

Free Maths Courses at FutureLearn

MIT Open Learning This is my favourite, you can find

assignments with solutions and other exercise

sheets. Solving as many mathematical problems as

possible was always something that worked for

me.

Repetition is boring but crucial

in learning mathematics.

Practice exams are the ones to

be befriended.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z6vg9j6
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/free-courses/full-catalogue
https://www.futurelearn.com/subjects/science-engineering-and-maths-courses/maths
https://ocw.mit.edu/search/?d=Mathematics&s=department_course_numbers.sort_coursenum


S O U R C E S  &

D I S C L A I M E R

Sources used while writing this guide: 

The neural roots of mathematical expertise

Localization of neural efficiency of the mathematically gifted brain through a feature subset

selection method

The impact of a lack of mathematical education on brain development and future attainment

Apart from scientific findings, I based this guide on my own experience, on responses from my

Instagram page and on the book A Mind for Numbers by Barbara Oakley. 

@neuro__dump

www.neuro-dump.com

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4983857/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4568001/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8214709/
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/18693655-a-mind-for-numbers

